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Abstract: Aiming at the change of part of speech of free quantifiers in the phenomenon of
misplacement of quantifiers, this paper proposes that (1) the free quantifiers have the auxiliary part of
speech, which is the necessary condition for the misplacement of quantifiers;(2) The magnitude
distribution of nominal and associate parts of quantifiers: the associate parts of time, distance and
number decrease in turn, while the relative nominal parts increase gradually.
1. Introduction
The so-called misplacement of quantifiers modifies the phenomenon that the same quantifiers can be
used as attributive and adverbial respectively. Attributive sentences and adverbial sentences belong to
semantically qualified sentences, and the semantics remain unchanged. The phenomenon is also known
as Quantifier Float.Sentences containing quantifiers in Japanese have three main word orders. As is
shown in (1), (N), (C), (Q)
(1) NCQ type...... ｢Enpitu wo gohon kezuru｣
(Okutu 1983)
Q’s NC type...｢Gohon no enpitu wo kezuru｣ (Kamio 1978,Shibatani 1978)
NQC type...... ｢Enpitu gohon wo kezuru｣
(Okutu 1983)
Form linguistics think Q’s NC type is the underlying structure, NCQ and NQC by Q’s NC type
mobile or free, this article does not recognize the generation of the relationship between attributive and
adverbial, but in order to facilitate examination, used for kato (1997) and Otani (1999), In this paper,
we use Kato's (1997) and Okutu's (1999) appellations to call NCQ quantifiers as free quantifiers,
mainly inspects the degree of adverbial and dislocation modified conditions.
2. Adjunctive Elements of Free Quantifiers
Conjoined quantifier “400 m” is essential to modify nouns directly, used to illustrate the noun
“toraku” the length of the attribute, and the predicate verb “hasita” has nothing to do, Okutu(1996 b)
called attributes Q; (2 b) whether the “toraku”, how long is the free quantifiers involves only “toraku”
in “hasita” part, this is called the number Q, apart from the previous attributes Q, used to describe
different sides.
(2)a. 400m no toraku wo hasita.
b. Toraku wo 400m hasita.
(3){10dan no kaidan wo/kaidan wo 10dan}nobota. Kunihiro (1980)
“10dan no kaidan” said “10dan ni yote kousei sareteiru kaidan”, using attributes Q to represent the
properties of the ladder.Relative phase “kaidan wo 10dan nobota” from the terms of the number to
describe “nobota” this action.
It can be seen from this that the free quantifier is related to the predicate verb.
In many of the first study, more apparent free quantifiers and conjoined quantifiers and nouns
modified elements, such as Shibatani (1978) pointed out that NCQ type of quantifier (free quantifiers)
and Q’s NC quantifiers (connected), as, the elements of a sentence is used to limit modification of
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words and sentences.
The free quantifier does explain the quantitative characteristics of the noun, but it is a kind of
secondary modifier function, its first function is related to the predicate verb.Let's take a look at the
following example, when the term “toraku”, free quantifier “400 km” and the verb common use is set
up, but the sentence (5), ellipsis sentence will no longer be established after the noun.
(4) (Toraku wo) 400km hasita.
(5) 400km no *(toraku wo) hasita.
It can be seen from this that the conjoined quantifier is closely related to the modified noun, while
the free quantifier is more closely related to the predicate part. In other words, connective quantifiers
and free quantifiers modify different components of a sentence. We can see the difference between the
following sentence which contains a connected quantifier and a free quantifier.
(6) ｢1000m no toraku wo 400m hasita.｣
Over the span of “toraku” is a quantitative, so it is not possible by the “1000 m” and “400 m” two
quantifiers modify at the same time. Objective facts is “1000 m” narrative “toraku” length, modify
nouns “toraku” quantifiers are connected. So what does the free quantifier “400m” say here? It is used
to describe the actual distance traveled. Whether from the structure or from the sense, free quantifiers
“400 m” and “hasita” than it and “toraku” relationship closer.
In order to illustrate the mutual modification relationship, with the following more intuitive noun
predicate sentence to illustrate
[set:｢1000m no toraku wo 400m hasita.｣toiu samples (4) no jyokyo ni o i te]
(7) a. So no toraku wa 1000m da.
b. *So no toraku ha 400m da.
(8) a. *Hasita no wa 1000m da.
b.Hasita ha 400m da.
The above example shows unequivocally that structurally, conjoined quantifiers modify nouns and
free quantifiers modify predicates. In terms of meaning, the free quantifier is used to describe the
predicate part of the elements. Therefore, we say that free quantifiers have the element of adjunct.
2.1 Let's Take a Look At the Example of the Comparison between the Hominative Quantifier and
the Free Quantifier
(9) a.Toraku 400m wo hasita.
b.Toraku wo 400m hasita.
(10) a.Watasi wa kinou ata gakusei gonin wo syotai si ta.
b.Watasi wa kinou ata gakusei wo gonin syotai si ta.
Will consider from the meaning, with quantifiers ambiguity exists, (9) can be either or “toraku” long,
“hasita” is part of the amount of 400 m, Can also refer to “toraku” tube length is 400 m, “hasita” is the
full amount. And judging from the sense of language, more inclined to the latter understanding. This
also constitutes a sense of overlap with NCQ type. Structurally, as a noun, the quantifier can be treated
as a noun, acting as the object of the predicate verb. The free quantifier is obviously used to modify the
predicate verb, with the elements of the auxiliary part of speech.
(i) Katekita keki itutu wo mitu tabete,nokori futatu wa reizoko ni ireteoita.
The same case quantifier and the free quantifier can also appear at the same time, and the free
quantifier can also appear at the same time, which more intuitively shows the difference in the
grammatical meaning of the two. However, different from the conjoined quantifiers, the simultaneity
quantifiers and the dissociative quantifiers are less common. Therefore, the comparison between the
conjoined quantifier and the free quantifier is the main part of the investigation of the adjunct of the
free quantifier.
In a sentence, quantifiers are often used as individual words or a noun to make conjoined
components, but it is somewhat strange to use free quantifiers as adverbs. The following examples
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illustrate that the free quantifier “one person” is obviously an adverb indicating the state.
(11) a. Jyusanyon no ona no ko ga hitori isigaki ni motarete,keito wo andeita.(Kawabata
yasunari’Snow Country’)
b. **san wa so no yousu wo hitori potunto nagameteimasita.(from｢Down Town DX｣)
(12) a. *Hitori no hanako ga naiteita.
b. Hnako ga hitori naiteita.
(13) Sono syojyo wa,hitori sabisiku naiteita.
Compared with single use “hitori”, patients (13) “sabisiku” plus “hitori” after feeling adverbial
increased obviously.
2.2 When Using the Free Quantifier with the Accessory Element, the Speech Order is
Relatively Free, and the Position of the Free Quantifier is Not Necessarily Limited to the
Predicate.
(14) a. Kanojyo wa tyokoreto wo sanko kata.
b. Kanojyo wa sanko tyokoreto wo kata.
c. Sanko kanojyo wa tyokoreto wo kata.
d.? Sanko kino kanojyo wa tyokoreto wo kata.
The farther away the free quantifier is from the verb and the modified noun, the more unnatural the
sentence is. It can be seen from this that there is an inevitable connection between the free quantifier
and the predicate verb. The farther the interval is, the more unnatural the sentence is. This will be
discussed in a separate article.
3. Conditions for Misplacement of Quantifiers
As we have also analyzed in the last section, free quantifiers have one side to illustrate the
quantitative characteristics of nouns, but they are exactly a secondary modifier function, whose first
function is related to the predicate verb in priority.The treatment of free quantifiers as adverbs is quite
different from the traditional grammar represented by generative grammar, which regards quantifiers as
nouns., of course, starting from the basic functions of quantifiers, quantifier free from observations on
the first is a noun, (15 a. conjoined quantifiers can add conjoined partical “no”, that “a” in the first
place can be a noun.
(15) a. 1pon no enpitu wo kata.
b. Enpitu wo 1pon kata.
(16) a. 1jikan no { ??hon wo yonda/dokusyo sita }.
b. Hon wo 1jikan yonda.
“Hon” the quantifiers can be used as a noun, but the “1 jikan “ (16) is not to be explained as a pure
noun, because there is no “1 jikan no” the claim.
The quantifier “jikan” is a quantifier that describes the duration of an action or action, not a noun,
but potentially a verb. When the modified noun instead of behavior, “1 jikan” is formed. In this case,
the quantifier “1jikan” is used to modify the action or behavior. Although “1pon” and “1jikan” both
have the characteristics of nouns in form, “1 jikan” plays the function of adverb and has the elements of
adverb in meaning. If we take the meaning as the starting point, the quantifier has both the pure noun
part and the adverb part. Morphologically, nouns may be converted to adverbs. But not all nouns can be
converted to adverbs. In general, it is the time noun in the following example.
(17) kyo,kino,kotosi,rainen,kongetu,raigetu,konsyu,raisyu,asa,yoru,izen,etc.
(18) a. {Kyo/kino}no sinbun.
b. {Kyo/kino}gakou wo yasunda.
(18) It is quite natural that the nouns listed in (17) are used as adverbs in (18b.)In contrast to the
adverb that modifies the verb in (19a.), (19b.) should be regarded as a tense adverb that modifies the
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whole sentence. The difference is easy to understand when the following example sentences are
converted into noun predicates.
(19) a. Kenji wa {yukurito/hayaku/isyokenmei}sono toraku wo hasita.
b.Kenji wa{kyo/kino/kesa/sakuya/sensyu}sono toraku wo hasita.
(20) a. *Kenji gas ono toraku wo hasita no wa{yukurito/hayaku/isyokenmei}da.
b. Kenji ga so no toraku wo hasita no wa{kyo/kino/kesa/sakuya/sensyu}da.
At this time, adverbs of time play the role of modifying the whole event. Specific function is: to the
event in the time axis positioning, with the function of modifying the whole sentence.
(21) Kenji wa kino so no toraku wo hasita.

Fig.1 The Reason for the Conversion of Time Nouns to Adverbs is Obvious: an Event Takes Place in
One Dimension of Time and Space, and the Typical Quantitative Characteristic of an Action is
Timeliness, Represented by the Number of Occurrences and the Length of the Duration. Figure 1 is a
Timeline, and “Kino” is a Period of Time in the Timeline, and Said “Hasita” Load-Point Action on the
Timeline. Often When We Said Time Will Use the Concept of the Number, Such as “2006 Nen”“2 Nen
Kan” “San Kagetu” Etc., These Contains a Number of Time Nouns Can Also Be Seen as a Quantifier.
(22) Kenji wa kata bakari no aisya de hokuriku jidosyado wo 3jikan hasita.
Cases (22), “kata bakari no aisya de hokuriku jidosyado wo hasiru” have clear load-point this event
on the timeline, the movement for “3jikan”.
Quantifiers that are not used as time adverbs can also be expressed in the form of a unary axis.Cases
(22), under the “katabakari no aisya de hokuriku jidosyado wo hasiru” this action for distance reach
300 km. In contrast to example (21) (22), here is not the time axis but the distance axis.
(23) Kenji wa kata bakari no aisya de hokuriku jidosyado wo 300km hasita.

Fig.2 The Unary Axis Representation
In Addition to Time and Distance, Numbers Can Also Be Used for Unary Axis Representation.”Supa
Detamago Wo 3ko Kata” Means That the Object of the Action is “3ko”.
(24)Kenji wa supa de tamago wo 3ko kata.
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Fig.3 The Conditions of the Misposition Modification of Quantifiers
Through the Above Examples, Can We Summarize the Conditions of the Misposition Modification
of Quantifiers: Quantifiers Expressed in the Form of Unary Axis Have a Certain Meaning of Finite
Verbs, and They Are Quantifiers with Auxiliary Elements?
Let's analyze it with the following example:
(25) a 2000cc no kuruma wo kata.
b* kuruma wo 2000cc kata.
“2000 cc” cannot be in the form of a one yuan axis, the first “2000cc kata” is not a complete
meaning, so “2000 cc” is not a adverbial elements.
A large number of studies have been conducted on the so-called dissociation of quantifiers, but few
have been involved in the reason why elements other than quantifiers cannot be dissociated, which can
be said to be a blind spot in the dissociation theory of formalist linguistics. The following example (20)
is the dissociation of the hominative noun and (21) is the dissociation of the hominative noun, and
neither of them is true.
(26) a. Amerika daitoryo no Bill Clinton ga seimei wo hapyosita.
b. * Bill Clinton ga amerika daitouryo seimei wo hapyosita.
(27) a. Amerika daitoryo Bill Clinton ga seimei wo hapyosita.
b. * Bill Clinton ga amerika daitoryo seimei wo hayosita.
Why are elements other than quantifiers not dissociable? The reason is simple., such as the above
example of the noun “Bill Clinton”and “amerika daitouryo”, their distance and time, number of tables,
including the concept of quantifiers is different, can't be said in one yuan axis ways, do not have
adverbial elements, so they are not free.
4. The Degree of the Auxiliary Part of the Quantifier
As has been analyzed in Section 1, free quantifiers have both associate and nominal elements, as
shown in Example (28).Among them, the adjunct of time and distance is higher, and the adjunct of free
quantifier 2 is relatively lower.
(28){3pon no enpitu/enpitu wo 3pon}kata.
(29) Taro wa{2ritoru no urontya/urontya wo 2ritoru}kata.
(30){400m no toraku wo/toraku wo 400m}hasiru.
(31) Miniti,hon wo 2jikan yomu.
This is related to the characteristics of verbs. Actions and behaviors are things that take place in
one-dimensional time and space. Therefore, quantifiers of time and distance with auxiliary elements
have a higher degree of auxiliary than other quantifiers. The reason why the quantifiers represented by
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number have a higher nounality is that the quantitative characteristics of specific nouns are represented
by quantifiers, while the individual quantifiers as typical quantitative characteristics are more closely
combined with nouns, so the nominal degree of this kind of quantifiers is relatively high.
There is no absolute difference between adverbs and nouns, the form and degree of representation
has a typical accessory, the name of representation has a typical nominal, quantifiers have both nominal
and accessory, in which the time, distance, number of the accessory decreases in turn, and the relative
noun is gradually increased.

Fig.4 Sub-Part of Free Quantifier
Fig.4 Shows the Magnitude of the Free Quantifier, Based on Which All Free Quantifiers Can Be
Dynamically Located.
Analyzing from Fig. 4, quantifiers with no specific number have higher adjuncts than quantifiers
with specific number. Cases (32 a.) under the “tyoto” and “takusan” quantifiers (noun) used as a
connected, (32 b.) is used as the free quantifiers (adverb).
(32) a. tyoto no yudan/takusan no syukudai (as a noun)
b. hon wo tyoto yonda/syukudai wo takusan yata (as adverbs)
And “takusan” because (32 b.) “tyoto” could be table to read pages of “tyoto”, or a table of the time
spent, so as table adverbs of time is also possible. Kato (1997) points out that non-specific quantifier
“tyoto”sn contain a judgment value, which can be expressed in the axis concept as a kind of degree,
and therefore can be understood as an adverb. As in the example below, the sense is clearly an adverb
of degree.
(33) {tyoto/sukosi}muka tuita.
Through the above analysis, the quantity nouns representing time, distance and number can also be
treated as the elements with the auxiliary part of speech represented by degree and other parts of speech
with the typical auxiliary part of speech.
4. Conclusion
In the light of the quantifier dislocation quantifiers modify phenomenon in the change of parts of
speech, proposes that (1) the mismatch condition: has the adverbial elements, (2) the degree of
quantifiers noun and the dynamic characteristic: the degree of adverbial form the adverbial of time,
distance, number is reduced, in turn and the relative noun is gradually increasing.
To see from the arrangement of elements of the itself, there is also a quantifier can't dislocation of
Q’s NC and NQC, cases (34) ~ (38), the number of free and not backward.
(34) a. Watasitati sannin ga ikimasita.
(sanningumi dearu watasitati)
b.* Watasitati ga sannin ikimasita.
(watasitati no naka no sannin)
(35) a. Jyubyousan no sekai kiroku wo kosinsita.
b. Sekai kiroku jyubyosan wo kousinsita.
c.* Sekai kiroku wo jyubyosan kosinsita. (jyubyosan dake tidimeta)
(36)Leaning Tower of Pisa no syado wa 1950nen yori mo 5do hodo katamuiteiru.
(37)Kuruma ga 3m suripasita.
(38)Sekai kiroku wo jyubyosan kousinsita.
When we examine a certain grammatical phenomenon, we should combine the grammatical
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properties, forms and meanings, and so on. In addition to the change of part of speech caused by the
free quantifier, the relationship between the quantifier itself and the predicate verb and the restriction of
the dative case are all the elements that affect the formation and meaning of the sentence, which are
worthy of further research.
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